AP / IB / CLEP / Cambridge Credit for Math Classes

**AP Credit:**
Calculus AB score 3 = VT Math 1025 + 1026 credit
Calculus AB score 4 or 5 = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit
Calculus BC score 3 = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit
Calculus BC score 4 or 5 = VT Math 1225 + 1226 credit

**HL IB Credit:**
HL Mathematics score 5 = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit
HL Mathematics score 6 or 7 = VT Math 1225 + 1226 credit

**CLEP Credit:**
Calculus score 50-63 = VT Math 1025 + 1026 credit
Calculus score 64-80 = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit

**Cambridge Program Credit:**
Mathematics A grade A or B = VT Math 1225 + 1226 credit
Mathematics A grade C = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit
Further Mathematics A grade A or B = VT Math 1225+1226+1114 credit
Further Mathematics A grade C = VT Math 1225 + 1026 credit

To receive AP, IB, CLEP, or Cambridge credit, scores must be sent directly to Virginia Tech from the testing agency. More information may be found at
https://www.registrar.vt.edu/registration/transfer/ap-ib-clep-credit.html